
Science 
Plants 

Knowledge OrganiserKey Vocabulary 

germination When the seed soaks up water 
and swells, and the tiny new 
plant bursts out of its shell. 

sprout When a plant sprouts it grows 
new shoots.

shoot A shoot grows upwards from the 
seed or plant to find sunlight.

Seed 
dispersal

When the seeds move away from 
the parent plant. They can be 
moved by wind, insects or 
animals. 

sunlight All plants need light from the sun 
to grow well. Some plants need 
lots of sunlight and some only 
need a little.

water All plants need water to grow. 
Without water seeds and bulbs 
won’t germinate. 

temperature How warm or cold something is. 
Some plants light cooler 
temperatures and some like 
warmer temperatures. 

nutrition Food or nourishment. Plants 
make their own food in their 
leaves using sunlight.



Map Markers
Geography Knowledge Organiser

Key Vocabulary 

Key Helps us understand map symbols. 
Also known as a legend. 

compass rose This is printed on the map to show 
different directions. 

map symbol A picture or sign on a map that 
represents something else.

compass A tool which shows people the 
direction they are travelling in. 

aerial view A view from above. Also known as 
a bird’s eye view

human feature A feature that has been made or 
changed by humans. E.g., bridges

Physical feature A feature that has been formed by 
nature. 

Atlas A collection of maps in one book 

route A way of getting from a start point 
to a finish point. 

continent A very large area of land that 
includes all the islands with it. 
There are 7 continents in the 
world.

ocean A large area of salt water. There 
are 5 oceans in the world. 



Yo aprendo espanol
Spanish Knowledge Organiser

Key Vocabulary 

hola hello

adios goodbye

yo I 

gracias Thank you 

Por favor Please

nombre name

Si yes

no no


